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1.0. Particular hazards beyond those listed in the general work safety instructions.  

The workers performing the job should wear well-fitting, closed work clothing, electrical hazard 

working boots with min 1 cm thick sole and plastic safety helmet.  

The upper leather part of the boots should be regularly treated with water repellent (silicone) cream 

to avoid getting wet inside.  

Should the boots – by any abnormal impact –let water through and get wet inside, they have to be 

replaced to dry ones. It is PROHIBITED to perform the work wearing wet boots.  

Should any component of the personal protective equipment get damaged or malfunction, the work 

has to be suspended until elimination of the malfunction or replacement of the damaged component.  

The used electrical lighting equipment and its isolation have to be quality checked regularly.  

The works can only be started and performed when the machinery and equipment are in flawless 

condition.  

The works with the Polylack KR intumescent fire protection material can only be started when the 

all objects capable to cause injuries, like steel rod-ends sticking out from reinforced concrete, metal 

trash, different wire residues, nails etc are removed from the floor and from the walls in the work 

area.  

Cleaning of the cable surfaces is only allowed with the equipment and in the way defined in the 

technical instructions.  

It is PROHIBITED to execute works with the Polylack KR intumescent fire protection material on 

places, where cable surfaces are likely to be damaged or seem damaged.  

Followings should always be kept in the workplace, at a well accessible point: 

 1 first aid box 

 1 bucket filled with clean water (for quick washing of eyes in case of contact with the mate-

rial) 

 5 pcs clean textile towels  

 

Beyond above instructions, the workers have to be trained to keep general and local regulations 

related to the workplace, and the provisions of the local authorities as well.  

 

 

2.0. Environmental instructions 

All activity shall be carried out by affecting the environment in the lowest level possible, 
respectively by minimising environmental impact, by not causing any pollution. Waste pro-
duction has to be minimised, produced waste shall be re-used or disposed in an environ-
mentally sound way.  
The empty containers, packaging materials shall be transported back to the company site 
for reuse. Cover foil and used, dirty equipment shall be collected and transported back to 
the company site for storage.  
The driver is responsible for the transport and the disposal.  
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3.0. Necessary equipment 

3.1. Usual mason and painter tools, e.g.: 

 putty knife 

 putty gun 

 

4.0. Applicable base materials 

Polylack KR 

Technical data: 

 

Technical feature Polylack KR 

Consistency putty 

pasty, odourless 

Colour white 

Solvent water 

Density app. 1,4  +/- 0,2, kg/dm
3
 

Viscosity app. 55 000 MPa/s 

Solid content  app. 80 % 

Flash point Difficult to ignite 

No. of layers - 

Amount to use - 

Drying at 1. drying level: 3 hours, 

at 2. drying level: 10 hours 

touchable after 12 hours 

Swelling capacity app. 1 : 10 

Final drying time app. 24 h/1 mm 

Dilution N/A 

Resistance against chemicals  

 

5.0. Field of application of Polylack KR fireproof insulation material: 

The Polylack KR fire protection putty is a fire stopping intumescent paste having the same active 

substance as Polylack KG, but after the vaporisation of the solvent we get a squeezable, elastic and 

flexible material.  

This special feature makes this material ideal for application at slightly dilating (1-2 mm) wall 

structures, e.g. to fill out the gaps and spaces of cables, engineering pipes door and window frames 

put in a plasterboard wall.  

 

Another advantage of Polylack KR is that is can be combined with insulations made with Polylack 

F, K materials described in the work instructions “u36c21v1”. 
Application field: 

– Fireproof filling of gaps at doors and windows; 

– Fireproof filling of dilatation joints (5 -25 mm); 

– Fire protection sealing of unique cables, engineering pipes and of small cable bunches up to 

50 -60 mm diameter. 
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6.0. The technological process: 

6.1. Conditions for establishing a fireproof closure: 

 

 for filling openings of 5-25 mm around single cables or engineering pipes, and small cable 

bunches , min. wall or ceiling thickness: 125 mm. 

 dilatation gaps until max. 25 mm width. 

 In case of cables the opening on the ceiling/wall should have a diameter to allow min d/2 or 

2cm distance between the cables, bunches and the edge of the opening.  

  

6.2. Establishing the fire protection sealing 

6.2.1. Fireproof sealing of single cables, metal pipes or of small cable bunches in round openings: 

 brick, concrete wall/ceiling: clean the inside of the opening from dust and other contamina-

tion;  

 plasterboard wall: as the material between the two plasterboard layers is soft, use a 0,5 mm 

galvanised sheet and bend a “cylinder” with a diameter equal to the opening size, then insert 
it into the opening; 

 clean the surface of the pipes from dust with a clean cloth, from fat and oil residues by using 

a a solvent (e.g. OLVIKOR). 

 fill the space in the opening with Polylack KR material – go 2-2,5 cm deep from the wall 

surfaces.  

 the filling can be done with hand tools, e.g. putty knife or putty gun.  

 

6.3. Storage, package sizes 

 

Sales package size: 

 Tube for gun – net volume: 310 ml 

Foil tube (salami) – net weight: 400 – 600 g  

 Plastic bucket – net weight: 12,5 kg  

 

Store in a dry, cool place. Protect against frost and heat. Storability in original packaging: 12 

months.  

 

6.4. Fire protection of cables under tension: 

In case of some so called “earth cables” -, which have a metallic-banded sheathing under the exter-

nal insulation layer earthed on both ends, and which isolation has been successfully tested at 18 KV 

direct current, - it is possible to perform fire closing works even if these cables are under tension - 

up to a max 10 KV alternating current load.   

 

Use only dry cloth, fibre or bristle brush, or in extreme cases softwood scraper to remove any con-

tamination from the cable surfaces.  

 

It is PROHIBITED to use any metal tool, sand cloth, grinding wheel for cleaning of cable surfaces.  
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It is PROHIBITED to lean against/to put on the cables any object that may cause damage, e.g. lad-

der, plank, etc.  

 

Although it is rare, but a so called “cable explosion” may develop on any point of a cable that is 

under voltage. Therefore it is PROHIBITED to climb or lean between cables under voltage.   

 

7.0. Measuring and controlling tasks 

 

 1. POLYLACK KR: - Filled material thickness in penetration:  

    - gap filling: min. 20 mm. 

    - cable and pipe penetration filling: min. 50 mm 

  - size of filling – twice the pipe diameter 

 

8.0. Measuring-, examination tools and equipment 

Measuring tape, calliper 

 

9.0. Relevant regulations, standards and other documents 

Protocols “ÉME A-247/2006” issued by the Non Profit LLC for Quality Control and Innovation in 

Building (ÉMI) 
 

10.0. Required documentation 

Collection of registry numbers 

Construction Log 

Measuring protocol 

 


